
SB 515
Points to consider....

! The bill simply redefines equalization methods to equal the dollars that all districts
actually received this year. 
" It does nothing to actually equalize purchasing power between districts due to

differences in local wealth. 
" It is a freeze of equalization payments at the current levels through the artifice of

“hold harmless” aid.

! The court indicated that the unconstitutionality could be cured in many ways. 
" One way, referred to as the safe harbor, was to simply return to the old

equalization formulas and fund them. 
" The court also said that the legislature could proceed in other ways as long as the

way they chose met the equity test. 
" The equity test is:

- “School districts must have reasonably equal access to substantially
similar educational opportunity through similar tax effort.”

" Not funding the old equalization formulas was found to violate this test. 

! SB 515 does not pass the equity test. 

! Freezing equalization aid payments at last year’s amounts does not provide similar
educational opportunity to all students. 
" The hold harmless provisions allow wealthier districts to retain more resources

and thus retain the ability to provide more educational opportunity.
" SB 515 thus fails this prong of the equity test. 

! The old equalization formulas for LOB and capital outlay were accomplished by two
different formulas, one much more generous than the other. 
" Said another way, one equalization formula, the LOB formula, came much closer

to actually equalizing purchasing power across districts. 
" Capital outlay, being the less significant component of school finance, was less

generously equalized than the LOB formula, which was a much more significant
portion of educational resources. 
- Capital outlay was also intended for capital expenditures which are, while

important in the overall scheme, not as integral to classroom learning as
the LOB, which is largely spent on classroom instruction. 

- This was one rationale for providing a more generous equalization formula
for LOB, as the larger component in funding. 

" SB 515 switches the LOB equalization formula to the much less generous method
of the two formulas. 
- In other words, the switch to the less generous method costs significantly

less in equalization payments than the former LOB method. 
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" The legislature has, once again, attempted to construct a formula based not upon
the reasons for having the formula, but based upon the amount of money they
deem to have available in the checkbook. 

! SB 515 prorates down the amount of LOB equalization to fit current dollars. 
" It does this by simply using a less generous LOB scheme coupled with hold

harmless aid.
" The result is a proration down of the payments to the schools to fit the amount of

money available. 
" This exactly what happened to LOB aid prior to Gannon I.
" This is exactly what the Supreme Court said could not be done in Gannon I. 

! The hold harmless aid is the wild card that simply allows those districts who are generally
more wealthy to keep the advantage the block grant gave them and not suffer losses. 
" This runs counter to the purpose of equalization aid. 
" The purpose of the aid is to “equalize” purchasing power. 
" If those with more purchasing power are allowed to keep their advantage, the new

system does not “equalize” and the new system does not meet the equity test.
" SB 515 thus fails the equity test. 

! The SB 515 system can be gamed by those wealthy enough to increase local taxes.
" The hold harmless payment can go into the general fund, leaving a hole in the

funding of the LOB. 
- This allows those districts to compensate for the loss of LOB aid  by

raising more local property taxes, to the tune of $83M statewide.
" In other words, it expands the LOB authority by the amount of the LOB aid loss.
" Take Shawnee Mission for example.

- Under the new LOB equalization formula, they lose $3,040,285 in LOB
equalization aid. 

- They can raise their local mill levy to completely backfill this amount, thus
losing no dollars. 

- Additionally they then receive $3,040,285 in hold harmless moneys. 
- Net effect to Shawnee Mission: They have the ability to increase spending

by $3M over the block grant if their local taxpayers will stand for it, or
$6M over the old formula. 

" Take Kansas City for example:
- Under the new LOB equalization formula, they lose $2,502,864 in LOB

equalization aid. 
- They can try to raise their local mill levy to completely backfill this

amount, thus losing no dollars, but their local taxpayers will not stand for
it. 

- Additionally they then receive $1,240,706 in hold harmless moneys. 
- Net effect to Kansas City: They lose $1,262,158 over the block grant

because their taxpayers will not allow them to backfill. 
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# Coincidentally, this is the exact amount of their increased capital
outlay aid, and they thus gain nothing from the increase in capital
outlay aid. 

- Since Kansas City taxpayers will not allow the increase in local resources,
this scheme does not provide “reasonably equal access” to these resources.

" SB 515 thus fails this prong of the equity test. 

! One effect of the mechanics of this new scheme is that any district that gains in capital
outlay equalization takes this gain as a deduction against any amount of hold harmless
money they would receive. 
" It cannibalizes the capital outlay aid to lessen the cost of the hold harmless. 
" In essence it prorates hold harmless aid down by the amount of the capital outlay

aid.
" This mechanism thus effectively deprives the district of its gain in capital outlay

equalization.
" Since it effectively deprives districts of equalization, it does not provide

substantially similar educational opportunity as compared to districts that do not
receive capital outlay equalization. 

" SB 515 thus fails the equity test. 

! Total local school mill levies for capital outlay and LOB under the current system have a
range of 7.87 mills in Meade to 44.4 mills in South Haven. 
" Under the proposed SB515 system, districts will be incented to shift more funding

locally to backfill the loss of LOB aid due to the less generous LOB formula. 
" Since the new system must pass the equity test (whereas the safe harbor solution

does not), we must consider the range of local tax levies.
" This system does not provide statewide “similar educational opportunity”

“through similar tax effort.”
" Even if you assumed that educational opportunity, statewide, was equal, which it

is not, it will be accomplished by an extremely wide variance in local mill levies
for similar educational  opportunity. 

" SB 515 thus fails that prong of the equity test. 

! Conclusion.
" SB 515 is a repackaging of current expenditures under the guise of remedying a

constitutional equity requirement.
" The current resources and their distribution were found to violate our constitution.
" An attempted repackaging of the same resources cannot remedy the constitutional

violation. 
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